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OER1067 Oral Presentation   
Can open educational resources meet the needs of national educational initiatives?    
Kerry Welch, Chris Craggs, Richard Windle, Heather Wharrad, University of Nottingham   
Conference Theme: Open Educational Communities    
Abstract: In common with many areas of vocational education, nurse education has to respond to national initiatives and policies. In 2007, the 
Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) for England and Wales introduced a series of essential skills, for nursing students (1) that all schools 
of nursing had to comply with from September 2008. Previously, Reusable Learning Objects (RLO) have proved to be an effective method of 
addressing core nursing concepts, as they engage the student in an active, personalised learning process. Therefore, we have commenced the 
development of a series of RLOs which have sought to address the NMC essential skills cluster requirements. As the resources developed for 
this project are funded by the Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning for Reusable Learning Objects, they will be open educational 
resources (OER). However, as the NMC essential skills cluster assessments are a national initiative, all nursing schools will be required to 
adopt or develop resources in these areas. This imperative has provided us with an opportunity to investigate the evolution of OER in response 
to a specific educational need. Firstly, we are investigating the potential of our OERs for reuse in other institutions. Colleagues from a range of 
institutions and clinical settings have been asked to peer review the resources and to comment on whether they would be useful for them, 
whether they would use them and what changes they would prefer or need to see. Secondly, we are investigating the macro development of 
resources in this area, the level of duplication and the balance between OER versus closed educational resources. A questionnaire has been 
developed and circulated to Schools of Nursing within the UK. It asks what electronic resources individual institutions are using to address the 
initiative outlined above, whether they are intending to develop resources, whether these will be made available as OER and whether they 
would be interested in using already prepared OER’s to address the requirements of this NMC initiative? Here we present an analysis of the 
OER designs created for this project, and the results from the peer review and resource surveys outlined above.   
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OER1068 Demonstration   
Opening up foreign language education with the Flexible Language Acquisition Project    
Alannah Fitzgerald (Concordia University, Canada / Durham University, UK) Shaoqun Wu (Greenstone Digital Library Lab, Waikato 
University, NZ)    
Conference Theme: OER Design    
Intended audience: This demonstration has the long-term aim of informing the design and use of future open-source educational software 
applications for language learning, including: the learning content, the learning environments, and the learning scaffolds that can be designed 
to best reflect OER standards. Demonstrations of collections from the Flexible Language Acquisition Project based on Greenstone's open 
source digital library software will be given with particular emphasis on their language learning and teaching applications. Reflections and 
discussion will be provided on uses for the collections based on research carried out at the University of Waikato in New Zealand and at 
Durham University in the UK. Selected collections for the purpose of this demonstration session will include:    

o Web Collocations   
o Web Concordancer   
o Web Grammatical Patterns   
o Web Phrases   
o Web Prepositions   
o Web Pronoun Phrases   
o British National Corpus Collocations   
o Educational Leadership Abstracts   
o Curriculum and Change Abstracts   
o Literacy and Bilingualism Abstracts   
o Literacy and numeracy for adults      

Abstract: When learning a second or additional language how often have we heard our teachers say: “grammatically, you’re correct but we 
just don’t express it that way in French/English/Arabic/Chinese" – whatever the target language may be? A lot has been said in favour of data-
driven learning with assisting language teachers and their learners to move beyond introspection when making judgements regarding: lexical 
collocations, frequency, pragmatic meaning, and details of phraseology. The Web is a potentially useful corpus for language study because it 
provides examples of words and word sequences that are contextualized, authentic and frequent. However, use of the Web for language study 
is primarily limited to: online language learning materials, activities, dictionaries, thesauri, multi-lingual translators, and concordancers, most 
of which require subscriptions for more in-depth and research-based language support. For example, one of our digital library (DL) 
collections, Web Phrases, presents an innovative use of the Web as a resource that does not rely on live search, but rather, utilizes an off-line 
corpus generated and supplied by Google. This contains short sequences of words, called “n-grams,” along with their frequencies. They are 
pre-processed, filtered, and organized into a searchable DL collection based on Greenstone's open-source software containing 500,000 words 
and 380 million five-grams. The system presents these phrases (collocations, formulaic sequences or prefabricated items) in context by 
locating sample sentences containing them either on the Web, or in the British National Corpus. Results of initial user evaluations suggest that 
proficient learners can use the existing collections to generate text as well as revise it, whereas the more limited vocabulary knowledge of less 
proficient learners may restrict them to revising text. However, most learners’ texts demonstrate positive effects at the lexical, grammatical 
and perhaps most saliently the pragmatic level. Observations also suggest a number of useful ways in which teachers can mediate the system 
for its effective use in supporting instruction.    
Keywords: Design-based Research; Data-driven Language Learning; Digital Libraries; Web-based Corpus and Concordancing Applications; 
Web-based Language Learning; Web Search    
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